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	Computers and devices are more connected now than ever before. Why? Because the humans who use those computers need to collaborate. We need to share information, and we need to do it quickly, without regard to the physical distance that separates us. Corporate solution developers now more than ever have the opportunity and responsibility to enable people to communicate in ways never before possible.CDO and MAPI Programming with Visual Basic: Developing Mail and Messaging Applications dives deep into Microsoft's Collaboration Data Objects (CDO) and the Messaging Application Programming Interface (MAPI), then moves into succinct explanations of the types of useful messaging applications that can be written in Visual Basic.Microsoft has given the Visual Basic community Collaboration Data Objects (CDO)--a technology that goes far beyond simple email, fully into the realm of information workflow. CDO enables Visual Basic applications to exchange not only classic email, but in fact any information in a straightforward and easy way. The Internet--sometimes seen as a barrier by developers--is turned into an open pipe, ready to take your application's data around the world. Routing documents and building email list servers is just the beginning. Harness the power of worldwide communication in your everyday business applications.MAPI is the cornerstone of messaging on the Windows platforms, and profoundly influences the way you will write your collaboration applications. Understanding this technology lays the foundation for adding effective collaboration capabilities to your own applications.CDO and MAPI Programming with Visual Basic: Developing Mail and Messaging Applications fills a gap in an exciting and relatively young, yet popular, technology that lacks adequate documentation.
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Time Series Analysis and Its Applications: With R Examples (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2010

	
		Time Series Analysis and Its Applications presents a balanced and comprehensive treatment of both time and frequency domain methods with accompanying theory. Numerous examples using nontrivial data illustrate solutions to problems such as discovering natural and anthropogenic climate change, evaluating pain perception...
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Mastering Go: Create Golang production applications using network libraries, concurrency, and advanced Go data structuresPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Exploring the major features and packages of Go, along with its types and data-structures, enabling the reader to write threadsafe, concurrent cloud, and network applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Not your typical introduction to the Golang programming language
	
			Exploring Golang...
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VMware VI3 Implementation and AdministrationPrentice Hall, 2009
This is the most comprehensive guide to planning for, implementing, securing, maintaining, monitoring, and troubleshooting VMware VI3 in any IT environment. Written by Eric Siebert, a veteran VMware system administrator and one of only 300 vExperts named by VMware in 2009, this book will help IT professionals make the best...
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Quantitative Corpus Linguistics with R: A Practical IntroductionRoutledge, 2009

	The first textbook of its kind, Quantitative Corpus Linguistics with R demonstrates how to use the open source programming language R for corpus linguistic analyses. Computational and corpus linguists doing corpus work will find that R provides an enormous range of functions that currently require several programs to...
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The Effect of Sterilization Methods on Plastics and Elastomers, 2nd Edition, Second EditionWilliam Andrew Publishing, 2006

	This extensively updated second edition was created for medical device, medical packaging, and food packaging design engineers, material product technical support, and research/development personnel. This comprehensive databook contains important characteristics and properties data on the effects of sterilization methods on plastics and...
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Betty Crocker The Smart Dinner: Clever and Versatile Ways to Use What You’ve Got on Hand (Betty Crocker Cooking)Betty Crocker, 2017

	125+ Recipes and Tips for Fresh, Easy and Waste-Free Dinners

	

	Families are always looking for fresh ideas for creating delicious, simple dinners. The Smart Dinnerprovides more than 125 recipes, with tips and techniques for creating dinners everyone will love and that make the most of on-hand ingredients....
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